Manley® Compressor Valves
With over 35 years of success, the original Manley valve remains the world standard
for reliability and performance. The distinctive Manley valve design — featuring
radiused thermoplastic elements — gives it the ability to outlast other valves in
demanding services. Manley valves are used in a broad range of applications,
including high-pressure services that conventional thermoplastic ring valves
cannot withstand.

ADVANTAGES

SUPERIOR DAMAGE RESISTANCE

• Aerodynamic flow reduces power
consumption

Manley valve elements feature robust geometry for longer service life.
Their radiused surfaces deflect debris to minimize the effects of impacts from
entrained liquids and foreign matter. Manley elements are also significantly
thicker than conventional elements, providing greater structural strength.
Manley valve bodies, springs, and centerbolts are constructed from carefully
selected alloys that exhibit high resistance to wear and corrosion. Combining
durable materials with rugged design, custom engineering, and quality
manufacturing results in valves that deliver the longest possible
run times in the most hostile operating environments.
ENHANCED EFFICIENCY
The Manley design features a highly streamlined flow path
through the valve. Improved aerodynamics lowers pressure
drop, dramatically reducing compressor power consumption.
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Radiused elements deflect foreign matter and improve gas flow
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• Extreme durability in challenging
applications
• Custom engineering for optimal
performance

• Broad application range
• Compatible with finger and plug
unloaders
• Genuine Manley valve replacement
parts ensure peak performance

ENGINEERED WITH EXPERIENCE

OPERATIONAL FEATURES

The Manley valve is frequently imitated, but never equaled
in performance. The difference is the result of superior
manufacturing and custom engineering. Manley valves are
produced according to rigorous quality standards in
ISO 9001:2015-certified facilities. Every aspect of
manufacturing has been continuously refined, including the
use of thermoplastic internal components that are injectionmolded in-house.

• Extended run times. Advanced design, rugged materials,
and extensive customization provide maximum compressor
availability.

Cook Compression® customizes valves more extensively
than any other manufacturer. Using computer-simulated
dynamics and industry-leading experience with radiusedelement technology, Cook Compression engineers each
valve to maximize flow area, optimize performance, and
incorporate the most durable thermoplastic internals and
metal alloy bodies.
This level of customization delivers dramatic improvements
in efficiency and reliability — especially in applications
with dirty gases, varying gas composition, fluctuating
operating conditions, or other challenging variables. Customengineering is also why Manley valves have provided superior
performance in hydrogen service for over 35 years.

• Durability in harsh applications. Thick, radiused
thermoplastic elements withstand foreign matter in the
gas stream.
• Aerodynamic flow. Radiused discs streamline flow and
reduce power consumption.
• Unloader compatibility. Can be used with plug or finger
unloaders for greater operating flexibility.
A GENUINE SOLUTION
No other manufacturer can offer the expertise gained from
over three decades of continuous research, application and
worldwide technical support. Simply put, Manley valves are
the most technically advanced, thoroughly proven solutions in
the industry.
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